In the article the process of remediation, which is the reproduction of the contents of the cultural memory by means of other media, sign systems, genres or artistic devices, is regarded as a translation process, according to the views of R.O. Jakobson on its aspects. This makes it possible to present remediation as a three-level phenomenon responsible for the creation of secondary texts, in an invariant form embodying the concept of the original work. The material of this study was the novel in verse "Dead Souls" by N.V. Gogol. This novel is seen as a bearer of cultural memory, which thanks to remediation has received a large number of new incarnations.
variety, but also they all are connected with each other through the process of remediation, which can be imagined as a set of different levels of translation, understood in this case as the creation of secondary texts -"invariant forms of the same idea" (Vinogradov, 1963) , made with the help of linguistic and extralinguistic means. In the article it is proposed to observe this process on the example of one of the most important bearers of the national cultural memory -the novel Dead Souls by N.V. Gogol.
But first of all, I shall clarify the definitions of the concepts needed to grapple with the problem.
Studies of cultural memory date back to the works of P. Nor, M. Halbwachs, A. Warburg. But the study of cultural memory took a significant place on the academic agenda only in the 1980s, when J. and A. Assman wrote the works where the notion of "cultural memory" was examined.
The notion of "cultural memory" implies "what and how the culture remembers" (Plate, Smelik, 2009) . It is "one of the external dimensions of human memory" (Assmann, 2011) , which goes beyond the cultural experience of an individual, and therefore is not inherited individually, but rather transmitted through cultural and scientific traditions, as well as through educational institutions (Razumovskaya, 2012) . Yu.M. Lotman defines cultural memory as a supra-individual mechanism for storing messages (texts), getting them across and developing new ones. In this sense, he sees the space of culture as a space of common memory, within which culturally significant texts are stored and updated (Lotman, 1992) .
The content of cultural memory is by no means contingent, rather it is the result of careful selection, enabling remembrance of such facts that reflect the most noteworthy past events only.
However, the reflections of this past are highly 2. Spatially-oriented dissemination facilities, which can almost instantly reach a huge audience, but whose addressees may forget tomorrow about the cultural memories of today (Erll, 2008) .
It is interesting that artworks (in particular, genres" (Rigney, 2008) . This context allows the researcher to distinguish five roles that an artwork must perform as a bearer of cultural memory in relation to this memory:
1. Relay station.
2. Stabilizer.
3. Catalyst.
4. Object of recollection.
5. Calibrator (Rigney, 2008) . The indicated performance of all the roles by the novel Dead Souls (to a greater or lesser extent) leads to the conclusion that this work is indeed a bearer of cultural memory through which recollection of culture is not only sharable among contemporaries but can also be transferred to the next generations.
As a bearer of cultural memory, the novel Dead Souls by N.V. Gogol is to be characterized by the process of remediation, the revealing of which is the aim of our study. (Rigney, 2008) . Thanks to remediation this results in an art work, which is the bearer of cultural memory and can be conceived not only as an artefact, but also as some force acting (Gell, 1998 ).
An interesting addition to the definition of the "remediation" concept can be found in the observations made by the above mentioned researchers about the effect that remediation has on the memories about culture. On the one hand, "remediation tends to strengthen cultural memory, creating and stabilizing certain narratives and images of the past" (Erll, 2008) . But on the other hand, frequent repetition of images provides a narrative with publicity and longevity, though it may account for a decrease in its significance due to the reproduction in increasingly reduced forms (Rigney, 2008) .
As for the English language studies,
R. Grusin and J.D. Bolter use the term
"remediation" to present the process of updating the media forms and models that are familiar to us for the current media needs (Bolter, Grusin, 2000) . A. Hoskins, in contrast to them, focuses more on the content component of the media;
he also takes remediation for a way of repeating images of the past in the present through the use of newer and more perfect carriers of cultural memory (Hoskins, 2004) .
Taking into account all of the above, I
can conclude that remediation is a repetition, fill it with a deep meaning (Zviagina, 2014) . all the remediation levels identified, which were specified on the basis of both foreign studies in the field of cultural memory and Russian sources aimed at studying various aspects of translation, which indeed are a type of remediation.
